Abstract

Chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting can guide language models to engage in complex multi-step reasoning. The quality of provided demonstrations significantly impacts the success of downstream inference tasks. While existing automated methods prioritize accuracy and semantics in these demonstrations, we show that the underlying reasoning patterns play a more crucial role in such tasks. In this paper, we propose PA-CoT, a prompting method that considers the diversity of demonstration patterns. By incorporating patterns such as step length and mathematical symbols within intermediate steps, PA-CoT effectively mitigates the issue of bias induced by demonstrations and enables better generalization to diverse scenarios. We conduct experiments on six reasoning benchmark tasks using two open-source LLMs. The results show that our method substantially enhances reasoning performance and exhibits robustness to errors. The code will be made available upon acceptance.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have been proven highly effective in solving complex reasoning tasks. One technique contributing to their success is the chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting (Wei et al., 2022b), which motivates the LLMs to perform multi-step reasoning instead of providing direct answers. This approach can significantly enhance the model’s ability to handle challenging tasks such as arithmetic and commonsense questions.

Generally, the overall effectiveness of CoT relies on the quality of the demonstrations provided. When confronted with no examples but only the prompt “Let’s think step by step”, known as Zero-Shot-CoT (Kojima et al., 2022), LLMs struggle with reasoning and encounter hallucination-related issues. While manually designing demonstrations for each question can alleviate such problems (Wei et al., 2022b), it comes with a significant labour cost. To address such challenges, Zhang et al. (2023) propose Auto-CoT, which can automatically construct demonstrations as prompts. It initially partitions questions from a given dataset into clusters and then selects a representative question from each cluster. The selected questions are answered using Zero-Shot-CoT to obtain their rationales (the intermediate reasoning chain). The performance of this automated method is comparable to that of Manual-CoT.

Despite the efficacy of the automated method, how to develop a sound and complete set of demonstrations remains an area for further exploration. Several studies advocate for incorporating external knowledge to ensure the accuracy of the intermediate reasoning chain (Zhao et al., 2023; Weng et al., 2023; Li et al., 2024). Others suggest generating multiple CoT paths, complemented by a verification process to maintain self-consistency (Wang et al., 2023b; Yao et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023).
However, most prior research focuses on the precision of demonstrations, with limited exploration of the distributional power inherent in these demonstrations. Enlightened by Min et al. (2022) and Madaan et al. (2023), LLMs perform CoT through a counterfactual approach: it does not necessitate precise example results but rather learns from the underlying patterns (e.g., equations, templates) exhibited by the examples.

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach called Pattern-Aware Chain-of-Thought (PA-CoT) and demonstrate that LLMs can achieve improved reasoning performance by embracing the diversity inherent in demonstration patterns. Following the Auto-CoT schema, we automatically generate question clusters and select representative questions from each cluster. However, instead of relying solely on question embeddings for clustering, we explore multiple methods to enrich the diversity of rationale patterns. We contend that the conventional embedding-based clustering focuses solely on question semantics, lacks reflection on the rationale, and consequently fails to encompass the full spectrum of demonstrations, as shown in Figure 1. To quantify the diversity of patterns, we introduce three metrics: (i) the length or steps of the rationale, where a shorter rationale implies a simpler solution, while a longer one indicates more complex reasoning requirements; (ii) the mathematical symbols within the rationale, where distinct equations represent different solving approaches; and (iii) a combination of rationale steps and symbols, providing a comprehensive perspective that considers both aspects simultaneously.

We evaluate the performance of PA-CoT across six arithmetic reasoning tasks. The experimental results consistently demonstrate that the combination strategy outperforms other methods across two LLMs. This suggests that LLMs derive substantial benefits from the diverse patterns presented in demonstrations. Further experiments are conducted to examine the impact of rationale step and symbol aspects. We empirically find that PA-CoT introduces less bias to the generated answer and exhibits error robustness, attributed to our strategy emphasizing diversity.

2 Related Work

This section reviews how chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting works and introduces various advanced approaches.

2.1 Chain-of-Thought Prompting

Large language models have demonstrated significant ability in comprehending context and responding to prompts (Brown et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022). Recent studies highlight that LLMs can achieve improved task completion without fine-tuning, particularly on reasoning tasks, when provided with few-shot demonstrations (Wei et al., 2022b). For instance, when presented with an example like Q: Mary has 9 yellow marbles. John has 3 yellow marbles. How many yellow marbles do they have in all? A: They have 9 + 3 = 12 yellow marbles. The answer is 12, LLMs are expected to emulate such a format, deconstruct the question, engage in multi-step reasoning, and refrain from generating random answers in subsequent tasks. This process is commonly referred to as chain-of-thought prompting or in-context learning (Wei et al., 2022a; Xie et al., 2022). However, implementing this practice often involves the manual design of prompts at a labour cost. Consequently, researchers are exploring more efficient example selection strategies to streamline this process.

2.2 Example Selection and Refinement

Several CoT studies are directed towards automating the generation of demonstrations, such as retrieval-based (Rubin et al., 2022), zero-shot (Kojima et al., 2022), clustering-based (Zhang et al., 2023), and self-prompt (Shao et al., 2023). However, many of these approaches encounter challenges in achieving performance comparable to Manual-CoT, primarily due to the absence of supervision in example selection. In another branch of research, efforts are focused on enhancing the quality of CoT demonstrations. They incorporate elements such as knowledge-infusion (Zhao et al., 2023; Weng et al., 2023; Li et al., 2024), self-consistency (Wang et al., 2023b), complexity-based (Fu et al., 2022), contrastive-based (Chia et al., 2023), and progressive-hint (Zheng et al., 2023). The primary goal of these strategies is to ensure that LLMs adhere to the correct prompt and avoid being misled.

2.3 Role of Example Pattern

To understand the underlying mechanism of CoT, Min et al. (2022) and Madaan et al. (2023) employ counterfactual prompting methods. These methods involve substituting question-answer mapping, token distributions, answer patterns, and many other factors. Their findings consistently show that the
The correctness of examples is not the most crucial factor, but rather the distribution or pattern (e.g., equations, templates, sentence structure) of the examples. In this paper, we continue to uncover the power of CoT patterns and show how they can improve the reasoning process.

3 Pattern-Aware Chain-of-Thought

We now explore the impact of diverse demonstration reasoning patterns on chain-of-thought prompting. According to Min et al. (2022), the precision of demonstrations is not crucial when LLMs engage in CoT. Even if all the demonstrations provided are incorrect, it would only marginally impede performance. This aligns with the insight derived from Auto-CoT (Zhang et al., 2023): clustering zero-shot question-answer pairs (Kojima et al., 2022) without emphasizing accuracy can still yield valuable examples. Consequently, our focus shifts to a more nuanced factor - the underlying reasoning pattern that harbours more informative content (Madaan et al., 2023) - to evaluate its potential benefits for the CoT process.

We argue that demonstrations function as templates, and they provide accessible reasoning formats for LLMs to emulate. The homogeneity in demonstrations poses a risk of introducing bias into the generated answers (Wang et al., 2023a). Conversely, maintaining diverse demonstrations enables a broader exploration of new reasoning inferences. Although Auto-CoT claims to cluster based on diversity, it predominantly clusters by question semantics, providing limited assistance in problem-solving. In light of this, we propose Pattern-Aware Chain-of-Thought (PA-CoT) that refines the example selection process to enhance the variety of reasoning chains. This approach ensures that selected examples contribute to a broader range of cases, fostering more generalizable outcomes.

In particular, we choose to experiment with arithmetic problems since the symbol patterns are relatively intuitive. Given a dataset, each question is first answered by adding the phrase “Let’s think step by step” (zero-shot). Then we select $k$ questions along with their rationales to serve as a general demonstration prompt for the entire dataset (Wei et al., 2022b; Zhang et al., 2023). We design a rationale-based demonstration selection method followed by three simple yet efficient variants to form our testbed:

- Cluster based on rationale semantics. This
approach involves a straightforward shift from question embeddings to rationale embeddings. The goal is to determine if the underlying pattern can be discovered through this minor alteration. However, our experiment indicates that this method can still be distracted from irrelevant elements such as characters or scenes, hindering its ability to generate diverse demonstrations.

- **Cluster based on rationale step length.** This approach is inspired by the notion of reasoning complexity (Fu et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2022), where a simple task typically involves a few steps, and a complex task requires longer reasoning chains. Our aim is for the demonstrations to encompass both aspects simultaneously. For instance, if all demos are complex, the test question may involve an unnecessarily lengthy reasoning process, and vice versa. To validate this hypothesis, we include two comparative studies in our experiment.

- **Cluster based on symbols in the rationale.** This approach is specifically designed for mathematical problems, where explicit equations are prevalent. In these problems, a symbol can effectively represent a solution for a particular question type. For example, an equation like $2 + 3 = 5$ can evoke the association of addition, but it provides little assistance in understanding multiplication. Our findings demonstrate that diverse symbol patterns can significantly mitigate bias in the rationale, as illustrated in Figure 2.

- **Combination of step length and symbols.** Given that the previously mentioned methods focus on distinct dimensions of rationale patterns, this approach seeks to integrate them, offering a comprehensive perspective. As semantics may introduce irrelevant distractions, it is not considered in this method. There are various ways to combine step length and symbols, and we opt for the straightforward concatenation of the two dimensions. We also test additional variants in subsequent experiments.

In summary, we adopt the aforementioned methods as our demonstration clustering strategy. We explicitly extract patterns for each question-rationale pair and encode them into vector representations using Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). For instance, we encode “3” if the step length is 3 (split by “.” or “\n”), encode “+” if the symbol appears in the rationale (concatenate if there are multiple symbols), and encode “3 +” for our combination strategy. These representations undergo processing by the $k$-means clustering algorithm, similar to Auto-CoT. Within each cluster, we sort the distances and select the example closest to the centre. It is important to note that Wei et al. (2022b) and Zhang et al. (2023) both impose restrictions on the chosen example, requiring it to be simple (question less than 60 tokens and rationale less than 5 steps). In contrast, we do not impose such restrictions to preserve variety. The $k$ selected question-rationale pairs are then assembled as the final prompt for inference.

## 4 Experiments

In this section, our objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed PA-CoT and assess whether the introduced variety yields benefits.

### 4.1 Experimental Setup

#### Datasets.

We adopt six arithmetic problem datasets for our reasoning tasks: MultiArith (Roy and Roth, 2015), GSM8K (Cobbe et al., 2021), AddSub (Hosseini et al., 2014), AQUA-RAT (Ling et al., 2017), SingleEq (Koncel-Kedziorski et al., 2015), and SVAMP (Patel et al., 2021). They require certain reasoning steps and are commonly used for CoT method comparisons (Wei et al., 2022b; Kojima et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023a; Fu et al., 2022).

#### Language Models.

We consider open-source large language models as our inference engine. Specifically, we choose LLaMA-2-7b-chat-hf (Touvron et al., 2023) and qwen-7b-chat (Bai et al., 2023) models, as they have been reported to be comparable to GPT-3.5$^1$ in terms of arithmetic ability and possess chain-of-thought reasoning capabilities. These LLMs are deployed on our local server equipped with 8x NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090.

We use the inference function of these models and the process does not involve training or fine-tuning. We set the hyperparameter temperature as 0.4 to regulate the model’s randomness (Xu et al., 2022).

It is noteworthy that, as highlighted by Wei et al. (2023), larger models are more susceptible to the

---

$^1$https://platform.openai.com/docs/models
Table 1: Accuracy (%) on six arithmetic reasoning datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MultiArith</th>
<th>GSMSK</th>
<th>AddSub</th>
<th>AQuA</th>
<th>SingleEq</th>
<th>SVAMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero-Shot-CoT</td>
<td>72.33</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>57.97</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>57.67</td>
<td>41.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-CoT</td>
<td>76.00</td>
<td>27.36</td>
<td>58.48</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>64.96</td>
<td>43.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-semantic</td>
<td>74.83</td>
<td>26.76</td>
<td>63.29</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>66.92</td>
<td>47.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-step</td>
<td>76.16</td>
<td>24.41</td>
<td>64.06</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>71.85</td>
<td>48.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-symbol</td>
<td>79.66</td>
<td>25.39</td>
<td>65.06</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>71.85</td>
<td>50.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-concat</td>
<td>76.67</td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>66.83</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>71.06</td>
<td>50.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-concat</td>
<td>91.33</td>
<td>42.83</td>
<td>54.93</td>
<td>35.03</td>
<td>69.09</td>
<td>55.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-CoT</td>
<td>90.66</td>
<td>47.01</td>
<td>62.53</td>
<td>30.31</td>
<td>80.31</td>
<td>60.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-semantic</td>
<td>91.33</td>
<td>44.80</td>
<td>65.06</td>
<td>31.88</td>
<td>78.74</td>
<td>59.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-step</td>
<td>91.33</td>
<td>46.85</td>
<td>74.17</td>
<td>33.07</td>
<td>78.14</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-symbol</td>
<td>90.50</td>
<td>47.16</td>
<td>67.59</td>
<td>29.52</td>
<td>82.08</td>
<td>61.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-concat</td>
<td>91.33</td>
<td>48.14</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>33.46</td>
<td>83.85</td>
<td>62.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Influence of examples. We observe that these 7B models can also be impacted. Thus, PA-CoT is expected to be effective in enhancing their performance.

**Baselines.** We primarily compare our methods with Zero-Shot-CoT (Kojima et al., 2022) and Auto-CoT (Zhang et al., 2023). To clarify the different variations of our proposed PA-CoT method, we note each pattern at the end of its name. For example, PA-CoT-semantic for clustering based on rationale semantics, and similarly for PA-CoT-step, PA-CoT-symbol, and PA-CoT-concat.

### 4.2 Main Results

Table 1 displays the overall performance of various methods on two LLMs. Since our primary focus is on evaluating the effectiveness of PA-CoT, we are not concerned with determining which LLM outperforms the other. Based on the results, we have the following observations:

- Auto-CoT consistently outperforms Zero-Shot-CoT, indicating that the cluster-sample strategy is effective across different LLMs. With the guidance of demonstrations, LLMs exhibit an enhanced capability to generate improved results.

- Simply switching from question embeddings (Auto-CoT) to rationale embeddings (PA-CoT-semantic) does not yield significant benefits, as they generally perform at a similar level. We attribute this phenomenon to the inherent similarity between the two embeddings. As the embedding encoder considers the entire sentence as input, it unavoidably incorporates numerous irrelevant elements, such as characters and scenes. Consequently, this approach does not effectively address the fundamental problem.

- Considering naive rationale patterns (PA-CoT-step and PA-CoT-symbol) can notably enhance performance in various scenarios, with some instances even ranking first among all methods. This observation suggests that by incorporating diverse patterns into demonstrations, LLMs can effectively learn from this variability and generalize better across the entire dataset. However, given the inherent characteristics of different datasets, a single pattern may not universally adapt to every case, leading to occasional failures.

- Concatenating step length and symbol patterns (PA-CoT-concat) consistently produces the most favourable results across various scenarios compared to alternative methods. This finding implies that LLMs derive substantial benefits from incorporating multiple dimensions in the demonstration. The inclusion of both step length and symbol patterns encompasses a broader spectrum of the data distribution. Consequently, they are less prone to sampling similar examples, contributing to improved overall performance.

In summary, we present different approaches and evaluate their performance on arithmetic reasoning tasks. The results indicate the significance of demonstration patterns.
Table 2: Comparison between methods with various demonstration lengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MultiArith</th>
<th>GSM8K</th>
<th>AddSub</th>
<th>AQuA</th>
<th>SingleEq</th>
<th>SVAMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qwen-7b-chat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-CoT-step</td>
<td>90.33</td>
<td>46.85</td>
<td>74.17</td>
<td>33.07</td>
<td>78.14</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoT-simple</td>
<td>84.50</td>
<td>43.82</td>
<td>70.37</td>
<td>27.55</td>
<td>80.31</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoT-complex</td>
<td>81.50</td>
<td>41.16</td>
<td>74.43</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>78.14</td>
<td>59.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The box plot of generated rationale length across CoT-simple (pink), PA-CoT-step (blue), CoT-complex (green). The x-axis represents method names, and the y-axis represents the number of sentence tokens. The box in the middle represents where half of the numbers are. Extending from the box are whiskers that reach out to the minimum and maximum values within a specific range. Circles denote outliers, and the line splitting the box represents the median.

4.3 Impact of Step Length

To explore the influence of step length on LLMs’ inference, we conduct additional experiments on this factor. In particular, we introduce two comparison methods: CoT-simple and CoT-complex. CoT-simple involves selecting examples with the fewest rationale steps, while CoT-complex involves selecting examples with the most (Fu et al., 2022). We aim to assess whether our PA-CoT-step method outperforms these two comparison methods.

Table 2 illustrates the performance of PA-CoT-step alongside two comparison methods. Overall, PA-CoT-step demonstrates advantages over the other two methods in most scenarios. We observe that CoT-complex tends to generate more errors during long intermediate steps and faces an out-of-memory (OOM) issue when the input becomes excessively long. While CoT-simple yields decent results in specific cases, it struggles with tasks requiring intricate reasoning.

We further visualize the distribution of generated answer length as in Figure 3. The box in the middle represents the interquartile range (IQR) and encapsulates the middle 50% of the data, with its lower and upper boundaries marked by the first quartile (Q1) and third quartile (Q3), respectively (Williamson et al., 1989; Kampstra, 2008). Inside the box, a line denotes the median (Q2) and indicates the dataset’s central tendency. Extending from the box are whiskers that reach out to the minimum and maximum values within a specific range. Individual points beyond the whiskers signify potential outliers in the dataset.

The plot illustrates the correlation between the length of demonstrations and the number of generated tokens. With predominantly short demonstrations, CoT-simple tends to produce concise answers, resulting in a lower average value. Conversely, CoT-complex encourages longer answers, with most taking an extended route to complete the task. PA-CoT-step, on the other hand, maintains a moderate average rationale length. It covers a wider range from simple to complex reasoning. This adaptability allows it to perform well in more general situations.
Table 3: Comparison between methods with various combination strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MultiArith</th>
<th>GSM8K</th>
<th>AddSub</th>
<th>AQuA</th>
<th>SingleEq</th>
<th>SVAMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLaMA-2-7b-chat-hf</td>
<td>PA-CoT-concat</td>
<td>76.67</td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>66.83</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>71.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA-CoT-sep</td>
<td>76.16</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td>66.58</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>68.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA-CoT-mean</td>
<td>75.83</td>
<td>27.67</td>
<td>68.86</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>70.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Impact of Symbol Patterns

To investigate the role of symbol patterns in demonstrations, we also perform additional experiments on this aspect. Specifically, we categorize answers from Auto-CoT and PA-CoT-symbol based on basic arithmetic symbols: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division. We then tally the number of correct and incorrect instances within each group. Figure 4 presents a comparison of the results on datasets AddSub and SingleEq, where the tasks are relatively straightforward.

Our observations reveal that Auto-CoT produces more incorrect arithmetic equations, leading to a higher error rate within each symbol group. This indicates a higher likelihood of being misled by the demonstrations. For instance, as depicted in Figure 2, the selected demos for Auto-CoT exhibit an overemphasis on multiplication. This trend is reflected in the results of Figure 4, where Auto-CoT generates instances solved using multiplication even when it is not appropriate. In contrast, PA-CoT-symbol exhibits a better ability to select the correct solving approach, resulting in fewer errors within each group.

4.5 Combination Strategy

The preceding sections showcase the impact of different pattern aspects. We now turn our attention to exploring the optimal way to combine them. We initially devise PA-CoT-concat to encode the concatenation of step length and symbol strings. Considering the potential limitations of this approach, we introduce two alternative methods to explore potential improvements. The first approach involves concatenating separate vector representations encoded from step length and symbol strings, denoted as PA-CoT-sep. The second approach employs mean pooling over the separate vector representations, denoted as PA-CoT-mean. All other settings remain constant as we conduct experiments on LLaMA-2-7b-chat-hf.

Table 3 presents the comparison results of these combination strategies. Overall, the performance of PA-CoT-concat slightly exceeds that of PA-CoT-sep and PA-CoT-mean. We attribute this outcome to the different practices of semantics encoding. PA-CoT-concat takes the entire pattern string as input, where the encoded vector reflects an integration of information. In contrast, the other two approaches separate the two patterns into distinct vectors, which creates a gap between their distributions.

In conclusion, our exploration of PA-CoT and its combination strategies sheds light on the importance of considering diverse demonstration patterns in enhancing language models’ reasoning ca-
Figure 5: Visualization of clustering on six reasoning tasks. Cluster centres are noted as stars. The scatter of PA-CoT-concat clusters shows its superiority in example differentiation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Demos</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
<th>Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MultiArith</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM8K</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddSub</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQuA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SingleEq</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVAMP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The number of demonstrations and their error rate for each dataset.

4.6 Error Robustness
It is noteworthy that we do not enforce accuracy constraints on demonstrations. We proceed to count the incorrect instances within our selected demonstrations, as illustrated in Table 4.

It is intriguing to notice that the majority of our provided prompts are imperfect, with AQuA even exhibiting a 100% error rate. This phenomenon suggests that LLMs struggle to discern incorrect examples from correct ones. Instead, they learn from how the example approaches problem-solving, which we refer to as “pattern”. PA-CoT encourages LLMs to follow the most probable reasoning chain towards the final answer and thus provides a significant improvement.

4.7 Visualization
Figure 5 visualizes the $k$ clusters of PA-CoT-concat on six reasoning tasks through PCA projection. The plot depicts that there is an apparent divergence between each cluster. The scatter implies that the step length and symbols can effectively differentiate the patterns. With such diversities, LLMs can more effectively learn from demonstrations to generalize reasoning scenarios.

5 Conclusion
This paper introduces a novel pattern-aware chain-of-thought prompting method, which significantly enhances the reasoning performance of language models. Our experiments reveal that incorporating a variety of rationale step lengths prevents LLMs from taking excessively long or short steps, thereby maintaining a balanced inference chain. Similarly, diverse symbol patterns instruct LLMs to select appropriate reasoning routes and reduce bias from singular patterns. We also introduce a combination strategy that considers both aspects simultaneously with the best performance. Further investigations show the effectiveness of our proposed strategy. Apart from performance gains, our method offers additional advantages such as ease of use and error robustness.
Limitations

Due to the shutdown of OpenAI code-davinci-002 and text-davinci-002 API, we are unable to perform experiments on their models. Since most previous works choose to experiment on these models, we seek alternative LLMs as our inference engine. The two LLMs used in this paper are open-source, CoT-capable, and comparable to code-davinci-002. We hope such a practice can help future researches.
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